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1. Introduction. The boundary value problem to be considered in

this paper is that of finding a constant X and a set of functions y%(x)

(a^x^b; ¿ = 1, • • • , «) satisfying differential equations and boundary con-

ditions of the form

(1.1) yl = \Aia(x) + \Bia(x)]y,        Miaya(a) + Niaya(b) = 0,

in which the matrix ||Mi(JV"i0|| is a matrix of real constants of rank «. Re-

peated subscripts indicate summation, as in tensor analysis, and it will be

understood that all subscripts have the range 1, • ■ • , « unless otherwise ex-

plicitly specified. The system

(1.2) z[ = - za[Aai + X£Bi],        za(a)Pai + za(b)Qai = 0

is by definition adjoint to (1.1) if the matrix of constants ||Pa,Ç„,|| satisfies

the conditions

MiaPak - NiaQak = 0 (i, k = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n).

The system which is given in (1.1) is said to be self-adjoint provided that it

is equivalent to its adjoint system (1.2) by a non-singular transformation

Zi = Tia(x)ya.

This definition of self-ad joint boundary value problems and a further defi-

nition of so-called definite self-adjointness were given by the author in a paper

published in 1926f which will be designated in the text below by the Roman

numeral I. In that paper it was stated that the boundary value problems

arising from the calculus of variations are all definitely self-adjoint. This

statement is true for non-singular problems of the calculus of variations with-

out side conditions, the only ones whose boundary value problems had been

studied up to that time so far as is known to the writer. It is not true, how-

ever, for problems of the calculus of variations such as those of Mayer,

Lagrange, and Bolza whose boundary value problems are self-adjoint but not

definitely self-adjoint according to the definition given in I. One of the earliest

* Presented to the Society, April 11, 1936; received by the editors November 3, 1937.

t Bliss, A boundary value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations of the first order,

these Transactions, vol. 28 (1926), pp. 561-584.
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formulations of a case of this more complicated kind was that of Cope for the

problem of Mayer with variable end points.*

In the following pages a modification of the earlier definition of definite

self-adjointness will be given which seems to be applicable to all of the bound-

ary value problems so far studied arising from problems of the calculus of

variations involving simple integrals. The new definition involves a property

analogous to the normality of a minimizing arc for a problem of Bolza, and

is weaker than the older definition in the sense that it imposes fewer restric-

tions. It will be shown, however, that for a definitely self-adjoint boundary

value problem as here defined most of the properties deduced in the paper I

cited above are still valid. For example, the characteristic numbers are all

real and have indices equal to their multiplicities, and the expansion theorems

proved in the paper I also hold. It is not possible to show that the number of

characteristic numbers is always infinite. Examples will be cited showing that

this is in fact not the case. When the set of characteristic numbers is finite the

class of functions for which the expansion theorems hold is of course severely

limited. The boundary value problems arising from the calculus of variations

are a special type of definitely self-adjoint problems which have an infinity

of characteristic numbers, as has been shown by several writers.f

In the paragraphs below frequent use is made of the results and proofs of

the paper I to which reference has been made above.

2. The definition of definite self-adjointness and its first consequences.

It is understood that;4¿k(x),7í«(x) are real, single-valued and continuous on

a^x^b. The definition fundamental for this paper is then the following:

Definition. A boundary value problem (1.1) is said to be definitely self-

adjoint if it is self-adjoint and has the further properties :

(1) the matrix of functions Sik(x) =Tai(x)Bak(x) is symmetric at each

value x on the interval ab;

(2) the quadratic form Saß(x)%a£ß is non-negative at each value ï on ai»;

(3) the set yt(x) =0 is the only set of functions which satisfies on ab the

conditions

(2.1)      y I = Aiaya,        Miaya(a) + Niaya(b) = 0,        Saßyayß = 0.

* Cope, An analogue of Jacobi's condition for the problem of Mayer with variable end-points,

Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1927. For a synopsis see Abstracts of Theses, The University of

Chicago, vol. 6 (1927-1928), pp. 15-21. See also American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 59 (1937),

pp. 655-672.
t Hu, The problem of Bolza and its accessory boundary value problem, Contributions to the Calculus

of Variations 1931-1932, The University of Chicago Press, p. 400; Morse, Sufficient conditions in the

problem of Lagrange with variable end conditions, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 53 (1931),

pp. 517-546, especially §16.
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The property (3) is analogous to normality in the calculus of variations,

as will be shown in a later section. Since the quadratic form with matrix Sik is

non-negative, it follows that every set of values y< which satisfy the equation

S„0y„yi3=O must also satisfy Si„y„ = 0 and consequently the equations

Biaya = 0, since the determinant | Tik\ is different from zero. In the conditions

(2.1) we can therefore replace the last equation by Biaya = 0 if desirable.

Let Yik(x, X) be the elements of a matrix whose columns are « linearly

independent solutions of the differential equations in (1.1), and let s,(y) repre-

sent the first member of the second equation (1.1). Then the characteristic

numbers of the boundary value problem are the roots of the determinant

given by

D(\) -|*[F»(*,X)]|

in which the symbol Si[Yk(x, X)] represents the value of s,(y) formed for the

Mh column of the matrix of elements Yik. The index of a root X0 of D(\) is by

definition the number r when « — r is the rank of 7)(X0), and the multiplicity

of Xo is its multiplicity as a root of D(\).

Theorem 2.1. For a definitely self-adjoint boundary value problem every

root of the determinant D(X) is real, and the independent characteristic solutions

of the boundary value problem corresponding to such a root may be chosen real.

For suppose that y. = y,i + ( —l)1/2yi2 were a solution of the boundary

value problem, not identically zero and corresponding to an imaginary root

X =Xi+ ( — 1)1/2X2 of D(\). Then the conjugate imaginary set y< = yix — ( — l)U2y,-2

would be a solution corresponding to the root X = Xi — ( — 1)1/2X2. According

to I, Theorem 8, we would have

Saßyayß = Sap-yaiyei + Saßya2yß2 = 0.

This would imply a contradiction since by a remark made above the equa-

tions BiayaX=Biaya2 = 0 would be consequences of the last equation, and one

verifies readily by substitution in (1.1) that the functions yii(x) and ya(x)

would satisfy the equations (2.1) and hence be identically zero.

Theorem 2.2. For a definitely self-adjoint boundary value problem the index

of every root of D(\) is equal to its multiplicity.

The proof is identical with that of I, Theorem 10, down to the last equa-

tion on page 572 which would again imply Pi„y„i = 0 and y,i = 0, as in the

paragraph above preceding Theorem 2.2, and this would be a contradiction

since the functions yiX in the proof are not identically zero.

For the new definition of definite self-adjointness the Theorem 11 of the

paper I will be replaced by the following theorem which is analogous to a
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theorem of Hu* for boundary value problems of the calculus of variations:

Theorem 2.3. If for a set of functions fi(x) continuous on the interval ab the

condition

(2.2) I    Saßyafßdx = 0
J a

is satisfied by every solution yt(x) of a definitely self-adjoint boundary value prob-

lem, then it is also satisfied by every set of functions y<(x) satisfying the following

equations

(2.3) y I = Aiaya + Biaga,        s((y) = 0

with functions g{(x) continuous on the interval ab.

The condition (2.2) for all solutions yt(x) of the boundary value problem

implies, as in the proof of I, Theorem 11, that the non-homogeneous system

y i    =   (Aia + \Bia)ya + Biafa, Si(y)   =  0

has a solution y¿(x, X) expressible by power series

y¡(x, X) = ui0(x) + Un(x)\ + ui2(x)\2 + ■ • •

whose coefficients UiM(x) (ju = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ) have continuous derivatives on the

interval ab, and which converge uniformly for values x, X satisfying conditions

of the form a¿x^b, |X| ^p. From the proof of I, Theorem 11, it follows that

(2.4) u'io = Aiaua0 + Biafa,        Si(u0) = 0,

and also that

Wo   —     I        SaßUaOUßüdX   =   0.

From the last equation and the properties (l)-(3) we deduce the identities

BiaUao=0. Consider now a set of functions y,(x) which satisfy equations of

the form (2.3). From (2.3) and the equations (19), (20) of I it follows that

the corresponding functions z¿ = 7\-aya satisfy the equations

(2.5) z[ = — zaAai - BaiTaßgß,        ti(z) — 0,

where tt(z) is a symbol for the first member of the second equation (1.2). From

(2.4) and (2.5) and the identities Biauao—0, we have

ZaUaO +  ZaUao   =   Saßyafß,

* Hu, loc. cit., Theorem 7.3, p. 396.
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and hence with the help of equation (7) of I we find that every set of functions

y i which satisfy the equations (2.3) will also satisfy (2.2), as was to be

demonstrated.

Corollary 2.1. If the determinant \Bik(x)\ is different from zero on the

interval ab, then fi = 0 is the only set of functions which satisfy the condition (2.2)

with every solution y%(x) of a definitely self-adjoint boundary value problem.

This follows from the equations (2.4) and the identities uao = 0 which are

consequences of the identities Biaua0 = 0 when the determinant \Bik\ is no-

where zero.

Corollary 2.2. If the functions j',• satisfy equations of the form

f' = Aiafa + Biaga,        Si(f) = 0

with functions gi(x) continuous on the interval ab, and if they satisfy the condi-

tion (2.2) with every solution of a definitely self-adjoint boundary value problem,

then they also satisfy the identities Biafa = 0.

This follows readily from Theorem 2.3 when we note that the functions

yi=fi satisfy equations of the form (2.3), and therefore from (2.2) that

/SaßfaJßdx = 0.
a

By reasoning similar to that used a number of times above it follows then

that73t„/a=0.

3. The expansion theorems. Since the roots of the power series 7>(X) form

a finite or infinite denumerable set, and since the number of linearly inde-

pendent solutions Vi(x) of the boundary value problem associated with each

root is equal to the multiplicity of the root, it follows that the solutions and

their corresponding characteristic numbers can be enumerated and denoted

by symbols y,-,(x), X, (v = i, 2, ■ ■ ■ ). Furthermore these solutions can be

normed and orthogonalized by well known processes so that

(3.1) Saßyarfßydx^O^,
"  a

where ôw = l, öß, = 0 if py^v. For an arbitrary set of functions/¿(x) continuous

on the interval ab the constants cv may be defined by the equations

(3.2) c, = f Saß(0yU0fß(li)da.

The fundamental Theorem 13 of the paper I needs a different proof with the
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new definition of definite self-adjointness. It may be written in the following

form:

Theorem 3.1. For every set offunctions j\(x) satisfying equations of the form

(3.3) fi = Aiafa + Biaga,        Si(f) = 0

with functions gi(x) continuous on the interval ab, the series

(3.4) 0i = £«#*(*)

converge uniformly on the interval ab, and Bia(fa— 0„) =0.

The sums 0i may contain only a finite number of terms if the set of char-

acteristic numbers X„ is finite. But the uniform convergence of these series can

in every case be proved as in I, §6. To prove the identities Bia(fa— 0O)=O

we note first that for every v

(3.5) Saß(fa   —   4>a)y'ßAX   =   0
J a

because of the equations (3.1) and (3.2). From Theorem 2.3 it follows there-

fore that

(3.6) f    Saß(fa-  4>a)fßdx  =   0
J a

since the functions/,• by hypothesis satisfy the equations (3.3) which are of

the form (2.3). Furthermore

(3.7) I    Saß(fa — 4>a)4>ßdx = 0
J a

because of the form of the functions (3.4) and the relations (3.5). By sub-

tracting (3.7) from (3.6) we find that

• b

Saß(fa   —  <t>a)(fß  ~   <f>ß)dx   =   0 J
"   a

hence, by the usual argument, we obtain the desired identities.

Corollary 3.1. If the determinant | Bik(x) \ is nowhere zero on the interval

ab, then for every set of functions fi(x) having continuous derivatives on that

interval and satisfying the boundary conditions Si(f) =0 the sums (3.4) converge

uniformly and are equal to the functions j\ on the interval ab.

The corollary is identical with Corollary 1 of paper I and is proved in the

same way.
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Corollary 3.2. If the functions /,(x) satisfy equations of the form (3.3),

and if furthermore the functions gi(x) in those equations are solutions of a similar

system

gi    =   Aiaga  +  Biaha, S ¡(g)   =   0

with functions hi(x) continuous on the interval ab, then the series (3.4) converge

uniformly and are equal to the functions fi(x).

This is Corollary 2 of I, page 576, but its proof needs emendation for the

new definition of definite self-adjointness. We use the notations

d,=  f   S«s({)y„(Öft>(Ö#,        **=  £<*,?*..
Ja ¡>

The equation

(3.8) 0/    =  Aia<t>a  +  Blapa

is equation (39) of I and is proved in the same way. From (3.3), (3.8), and

the fact that Si(yf) =0 it follows that

(3.9) //    -   0/    =   A ta(Ja   -   0«)   +   Biaiga   ~  0»), *.(/ ~ 0)   =  0.

The last term in the first equation (3.9) vanishes identically since the equa-

tions Bia(ga—^a)=0 are consequences of Theorem 3.1 applied to the func-

tions gi in place of the /*. The similar identities Bia(Ja—4>a)—0 for the

functions/i, from Theorem 3.1, imply that (fa—<t>a)Saß(fß — 4>ß) — 0 and hence

from equations (3.9) and the property (3) in the definition of definite self-

adjointness that/,—0,=O.

4. The boundary value problem associated with a problem of Bolza. The

second variation of the problem of Bolza may be taken in the form

2w(x, t?, v')dx

in which 27 is a homogeneous quadratic form in its 2«+ 2 arguments £1;

Vi(xi), £2, ï7i(x2) (¿ = 1, ■ • • , «), and 2co is a homogeneous quadratic form in

the 2« variables t)i(x), 77/ (x) with coefficients functions of x.

An accessory minimum problem associated with this second variation is

that of finding in a class of sets £1, £2, Vi(x), satisfying conditions of the form

(/3 = 1, • • • , m < n),

(M= 1, ••• ,p£ 2n+2),

$ß(x, V, V ) = 0

*Àh,v(xi),h,v(.Xi)] = 0

/.:
r¡{r¡idx
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one which minimizes Ji(£, r¡). The functions i>a are homogeneous and linear

in the 2m variables rn, r¡( with coefficients functions of x, and the functions ^

are /» homogeneous linear independent expressions with constant coefficients

in their 2m+2 arguments.

The differential equations and end conditions for a minimizing set £i, ¿2,

r¡i(x), for the accessory problem may be expressed with the help of the nota-

tions

fi = 0) + pß<t>ß, f¡ =  üVi'

as follows :*

(4.1) düvi'/dx = Q„. - \r,i, <ï>„ = 0,

Yi + fA,i = 0,

- ta + y a + e^ß.u = 0,

(4.2) 72 + ^,2 = 0,

fi2 + 7.2 +  fÄ.Ü   =   0,

¥M = 0.

The notations ?7¿„ Çis (s = l, 2) represent the values í7í(xs), U(x>) (s = 1, 2).

The subscripts 1, 2, ¿1, ¿2 attached to y and ^ indicate partial derivatives

with respect to £i, £2, Va, »?¿2, respectively. It is to be shown that the equations

(4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent to a boundary value problem of the type stud-

ied in the preceding sections.

The accessory minimum problem is said to be non-singular if the determi-

nant of coefficients of the variables jj¿, ps in the first members of the equations

,. ,. Q»¡'(*, n, v', ft) = U,
(4.3)

$ß(x, V, v') = 0

is everywhere different from zero on the interval Xix2. It is said to satisfy the

non-tangency condition if the equations ^ = 0 have no non-vanishing solution

h-, &, Vi(xi), Vi(xi) with r?¡(xi) =r)i(x2) =0, or, in other words, if the matrix of

coefficients of £i and £2 in the functions ^ is of rank 2. Finally the accessory

problem is said to be normal if the only solution £i, £2, r)i(x), Pß(x), €„ of equa-

tions (4.1) and (4.2) with Vi(x)=0 on the interval xtx2 is the one whose ele-

ments all vanish identically.!

* Bliss, The problem of Bolza in the calculus of variations, mimeographed lecture notes, The

University of Chicago, 1935, p. 73, equations (14.1), and p. 76, equation (14.8).

t These definitions are customary ones. See, for example, Bliss, The problem of Bolza in the calcu-

lus of variations, loc. cit., pp. 34, 82, and §§9, 10. In the two sections cited the notion of normality is

analyzed in considerable detail.
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The differential equations (4.1) can be expressed in terms of the so-called

canonical variables x, ??,, f ,■ related to the variables x, rji, ij/, Pß by means of

the equations (4.3). If the accessory minimum problem is non-singular, these

equations have solutions

■ni  = n¡(x, 7j, f) , pB = Mß(x, ri, f)

which are linear in the variables 77,-, f<. In terms of the homogeneous quadratic

form in 77,-, f< defined by the equation

2 3C = 2f<ni - 20(x, r,, n, M)

= Un(x)wi + 2Vij(x)v¿j + Wa(x)Ui

the differential equations (4.1) take the well known canonical form

drti/dx = 3Cr,- = Vnn,+ WijÇj,
(4.4)

dU/dx = — 3C,; — Xt7¿ = — UijT]j — VijÇj - Xt?¿.

The matrices of elements Un and IF,,- are, of course, symmetric.

The end conditions (4.2) can also be transformed into a more convenient

form. Let

(4-5) £1,        £2,        rjii,        >7,-2,        fa,        f<2,       €M,

(4.6) ai,        ct2,        an,        ai2,        bu,        bu,        0»

be two sets satisfying those conditions. If we multiply the first four equations

in (4.2), respectively, by ai, au, on, an and add, and then subtract the similar

sum with the two solutions interchanged, it follows from the fifth equation

(4.2) and well known properties of quadratic forms, that

(4.7) ¿»¿lija — Oaf a — ¿>i2i7i2 + ai2Çi2 = 0.

Consider now 2m linearly independent solutions of equations (4.2)

,.    „, Ç«M) £•, 2, Vi.kl, V'.ki, ti,kl, ti.ki, U,i¡,
(4-8)

«¿,i,        «>,2,        a,fki,        «i,*2,        bi,¡¡i,        t>i¡k2,        di,!¡

for ¿=1, • • • , m. If the accessory minimum problem satisfies the non-tan-

gency condition, the elements 77, f, a, b in the sets (4.8) form a 2MX4M-dimen-

sional matrix which is of rank 2m. Otherwise there would be a solution (4.5)

of equations (4.2) with elements 77, f all zero, formed by taking a linear com-

bination of the 2m solutions (4.8) with constant coefficients not all zero. The

elements £1, £2 of this solution would also vanish, on account of the fifth of

equations (4.2) and the non-tangency condition. The elements e„ would then

also vanish because of the first four of equations (4.2) and the independence
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of the functions <Srß. This would contradict the independence of the 2« solu-

tions (4.8). It is evident then that the 2« equations

l~i,klVkl  —  Vi.klClcl  —  l~i,k2Vk2 + Vi.k2tk2   =   0,
(4.9)

bi,klVkl —  ai,hli~kl —  bitk2Vk2 + Oi,k2Çk2  —  0,

related to the set (4.8) as (4.7) is to (4.6), are linearly independent. They are

linear combinations of the equations (4.2) and are equivalent to this latter

system in the sense that with every set of values t)n, i)i2, $"«, fi2 satisfying

equations (4.9) there is associated a unique solution of equations (4.2) whose

other elements £l; £2, e„ are determined by the first, third, and fifth of equa-

tions (4.2). The equations (4.4) and (4.9) define a boundary value problem

for the 2« functions 7?,(x), f,(x) analogous to that characterized by the equa-

tions (1.1) for the functions y,(x).

Theorem 4.1. For a problem of Bolza having a non-singular normal acces-

sory minimum problem satisfying the non-tangency condition the boundary value

problem defined by equations (4.4) and (4.9) is definitely self-adjoint according

to the definition in §2 above.

To prove this theorem we note first that necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for the system (1.1) to be self-adjoint, taken from equations (19) and

(20) of the paper I, can be expressed by use of matrix notation in the form

(4.10)        TA + AT + T' = 0,    TB + BT = 0,    MT-l(a)M = NT-l(b)Ñ,

where the bars indicate transposed matrices and T' is the matrix of deriva-

tives of the elements of P. For the boundary value problem defined by equa-

tions (4.4) and (4.9) the matrices involved are the 2«-dimensional matrices

V- Uij  - vj \ôij o/

/ft,H        —   >7i,¡tl\ /—   l~i,k2       Vi,k2\
M = [ ), N = í I.

\bi,ki    — öi.ii/ \— biik2    aiik2l

These satisfy the equations (4.10) with the special transformation matrix

T=(     °      h\
\- dik    0 /

In proving the first equation (4.10) use is made of the symmetry of the mat-

rices U and W, and in proving the third equation relation (4.7) for the various

pairs of the solutions (4.8) is needed. The matrix S = TB of §2 above is

" \ôij        0 / \- i,-»   0/      \0      0/
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Evidently this matrix is symmetric and its quadratic form is non-negative.

The only functions 77¿(x), f¿(x) which make this quadratic form vanish identi-

cally have the form t7,(x)=0, Çi(x), and no set of functions of this type can

satisfy equations (4.4) with X = 0 and the end conditions (4.9). Otherwise

there would be a related solution £x, £2, 77i(x), pß(x), e„ of the equations (4.1)

and (4.2) with r¡i(x) =0 on the interval XiX2, which is impossible when the ac-

cessory minimum problem is normal. Thus all of the conditions (1), (2), (3)

of the definition of definite self-adjointness in §2 are satisfied by the boundary

value problem associated with equations (4.4) and (4.9), as stated in Theorem

4.1.

The assumption of the non-tangency condition can be omitted, as has re-

cently been suggested to me by W. T. Reid, if the formulation of the acces-

sory minimum problem is slightly modified. The constants £i and £2 in this

problem can be replaced by the values 77„+1(xi), 7/n+2(x2) of two functions

Vn+i(x), 77„+2(x) subjected to differential equations

Vn+1 = Vn+2 = 0

which are to be adjoined to the equations $ß=0. In the norming integral in

the second paragraph of this section the integrand is to be replaced by the

sum of the squares of all of the variables 77,(x) (<r = l, • • • , n + 2). One verifies

readily then that for the new problem the end conditions contain only equa-

tions of the form of the second, fourth, and last of the equations (4.2) and

the construction of the end conditions (4.9) does not involve the non-tangency

condition.

5. Transformations and examples. If a definitely self-ad joint boundary

value problem of the form (1.1) for a set of functions y,(x) is transformed

into one for functions Ui(x) by a non-singular transformation yi=Uik(x)uk,

the property of definite self-adjointness will be preserved. This can be verified

by means of the following useful and easily derived transformation formulas,

in which the subscript 1 designates the matrices associated with the trans-

formed problem :

Ai = U~XAU - U~lU', Bi = U~lBU,

Mi = MU(a), Ni = NU(b),
(5.1)

Pi = U-\a)P, Qi = U~\b)Q,

Ti = ÜTU, Si = ÏÏSU.

It is understood that in these formulas a bar indicates a transposed matrix

and a prime a matrix of derivatives. With the help of these relations one can

readily deduce normal forms for definitely self-adjoint boundary value prob-
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lems when the equations involve only two functions yi and y2 and the rank of

the matrix B(x), and consequently of S(x), is constant on the interval ab*

Consider first the case when the determinant of B(x) is everywhere differ-

ent from zero on the interval ab and the matrix S(x) therefore positive defi-

nite. From the second equation (4.10) and the symmetry of S = TB it follows

that

0 = TB + BT = (T + T)B,        0 = T +T,

so that P is skew-symmetric. There exists a transformation U taking S into

the identity matrix, and we have then

'-(.:.•)■ -o
B-(      °    1A)

\- 1/Í     0/

with the help of the relation 5 = TB. The transformation

u -G./«)
now transforms these matrices into the forms shown in (5.3) below, with

s = \/t. One can readily verify the fact thafthe most general transformation

leaving T and S in (5.3) invariant has the form

/«Il       — 52M2A 2 2   2
(5.2) U = ( ),        «h + í«m = 1,

\Mül Un /

and that it will also leave B in (5.3) invariant under the transformation (5.1).

The lower left-hand element of ^4i after such a transformation when set equal

to zero, and the derivative of the last equation above, have the forms

WüiWil — uxxu2X + ■ ■ ■ =0,

'   i    2 '   i      '   2      n
UXXUXX + S «¡i «21 + ií «¡i   =   0,

where the dots indicate terms not containing derivatives of the elements Ua,.

If uxx and u2X are determined by these differential equations with initial values

at a single point satisfying the second equation (5.2), they will satisfy that

equation identically. The first equation (4.10) shows that <z22= —axx, and we

have the following theorem:

* For a more complete classification see Bamforth, A classification of boundary value problems

for a system of ordinary differential equations of the second order, Dissertation, University of Chicago,

1927.
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Theorem 5.1. When m = 2 every definitely self-adjoint boundary value prob-

lem with Iß] 9*0 on the interval ab is transformable into a problem with matrices

of the form

(5.3)

(an aX2\ /     O    s*\

"-(„   _J.    »-(_, o>

" \- 1    0/' ~\0    s2)

with s(x) 9*0 on ab and \M\ = | iVj. Conversely, every problem with these prop-

erties is definitely self-adjoint. Such a problem has always an infinity of charac-

teristic numbers.

The relation (20) of I shows that | M\ = | N\. It is evident that the func-

tions/,- described in Corollary 3.1 above could not all be expansible as there

stated if there were only a finite set of characteristic numbers and functions.

The case when the rank of the matrix B(x) is unity everywhere on the in-

terval ab gives rise to a number of normal forms of definitely self-adjoint prob-

lems. The matrix S(x) is then transformable into

\0    0/

From the formula S = TB and this form of. S it can readily be seen that the

matrix B and the most general transformation U leaving S invariant have the

forms

\£>21      0/ \  «21        «22/

Since B has rank unity the elements ¿>n, ¿>21 do not vanish simultaneously,

and a transformation U with leading element +1 can be chosen so that

Ua= —bii+unbiip*0. Such a transformation will take B into the form

(5.4) B -ci :)
by means of the second of the formulas (5.1). The conditions TB+BT = 0,

S = TB, | 2"| 5^0 then imply that b vanishes identically, and that T has the
form

(5.5) -c; :>
With the help of the first equation (19) of I we find that
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/«h      ffiA r     Çx        "1
(5.6)     A = I 1, t = c exp    —   I     2axxdx   ,    ai2/ = 0.

\a2i    — au/ L    J a J

The most general transformation U leaving invariant the matrices S and

(5.4) with b = 0 is found to be

U V     u    ±J'
and this will also leave T invariant. By means of such a transformation we

can make the lower left-hand element in A vanish identically, by a method

similar to that used above. The following theorem can then be established

without serious difficulty :

Theorem 5.2. When « = 2 every definitely self-adjoint boundary value prob-

lem with matrix B (x) identically of rank one on the interval ab is transformable

into a problem with matrices of the form

(an ax2\ /     0    0\ /l    0\

When ai2^0 the only transformation matrix possible is

<5-8) r = (-i »)•

and the problem is definitely self-adjoint if and only if the end conditions have

matrices M = (mik), N = (««) with \M\ =\N\.

When ai2 = 0 the possible transformation matrices have the form

-(-1 D' '-««pf-/.2«***]
where c is a constant. The problem is definitely self-adjoint with a matrix T hav-

ing c¿¿0 if and only if the matrices M and N of the end conditions have equal

determinants and satisfy the conditions

mX2 = nx2<¡>,    m22 = n224>,    4> = exp    —   I     axxdx   , (mX2, m22) ^ (0, 0).

The problem is definitely self-adjoint with a matrix T having c = 0 if and only

if M and N have equal determinants and

(mi2 + «12 0, >w22 + «220) ?* (0, 0).

To prove the second statement of the theorem we note that the last two

equations (5.6) imply ¿=0 when ai2^0, and that equation (20) of I is satisfied
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only when \M\ — \N\. If these conditions are fulfilled, the problem is self-

adjoint. It is also definitely self-adjoint, according to the definition of §3

above, since the equations

(5.9) yi  = flnyi + ai2y2,        yl = — auyt,        Sy = (yi, 0) = (0, 0)

imply that y2 must vanish identically when fli2^0.

For the case when aX2 = 0 the arguments of the preceding paragraphs show

that the only possible transformation matrix is (5.5) with t satisfying the con-

ditions in (5.6). The third equation (4.10) implies \M\ =\N\ and

2 2      2 2 2 2      2

wíi2 — nn<j>   = mi2m22 — Wi2w220   = m22 — w22<£   = 0.

For definite self-adjointness the solution

yi = 0, y2 = y2(a) exp    —   I     audx

of equations (5.9) must vanish identically if it satisfies also the end conditions

of the problem, that is, if

(5.10) (w12 + nn4>)y2(a) = 0, (ma + n22<j>)y2(b) = 0.

This will be true if and only if the coefficients of ya(ff)in the last two equations

are not both zero. The statements in the theorem now follow readily from

equations (5.9) and (5.10)

One can construct without difficulty definitely self-adjoint boundary

value problems which have only a finite number of characteristic num-

bers. For example, the problem with the matrices

-cd- *-(-?:> «-(::> -CD
is definitely self-adjoint with the matrix (5.8) and has the determinant

D(\) = \, and hence has no characteristic numbers. The problem with the

same matrices A, B and end-matrices

"-G "ô> ff-(î D
is definitely self-adjoint and has 7>(X) =2— X(6 — a). It has a single charac-

teristic number \ = 2/(b — a). When

«-CD-  -Co-D
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the problem is self-adjoint but not definitely so, and the determinant P(X)

vanishes identically. These examples are transforms into the normal forms

described above of some equally simple ones communicated to me by Pro-

fessor W. T. Reid. They show that the property of definite self-adjointness

does not imply an infinity of characteristic numbers.

The boundary value problems arising from problems of Bolza in the plane

are all of the first type described in Theorem 5.2 and have aX2 everywhere

different from zero. Theorem 3.1 shows that in this case every function/i(x)

with a continuous second derivative on the interval ab is expansible in the

form (3.4), provided only that it satisfies the conditions (3.3) with some func-

tions f2 and gx at x = a and x = b. It is evident that such problems must have

an infinity of characteristic numbers since otherwise such expansions would

not be possible in all cases.

University of Chicago,

Chicago, III.


